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US SENATE CANDIDATE AUGUSTUS SOL INVICTUS SACRIFIED A GOAT &
DRANK ITS BLOOD
WANTS TO LEAD NEW CIVIL WAR

PARIS - WASHINGTON D.C. - NEW YORK, 07.10.2015, 11:03 Time

USPA NEWS - Augustus Sol Invictus, a candidate from Florida and running for the United States Senate, acknowledged being
supported by neo-nazis and that he once sacrified a goat and drank its blood. He has also faced other accusations ranging from his
support of eugenics...

Augustus Sol Invictus, a candidate from Florida and running for the United States Senate, acknowledged being supported by neo-
nazis and that he once sacrified a goat and drank its blood. He has also faced other accusations ranging from his support of eugenics
to prophesizing a 'great war' within America's borders.

He is the only Libertarian candidate looking to fill the vacant seat left by presidential hopeful Marco Rubio. His position as the only
representative of the party led now-former party chairman Adrian Wyllie to resign in protest. 

In a Facebook post from September trying to refute the claims that Andrian Wyllie and others had placed on him, he chose to argue on
the accusations saying that he had never advocated for a 'race-based civil war' but did not dispute his prediction of a civil war.

The dispute between Andrian Wyllie, former chairman of Florida's Libertarian Party, and Augustus Sol Invictus has been going on for
months but came to a head after Andrian Wyllie was unable to persuade the Libertarian Party of Florida's executive Committee to
publicly disavow Augustus Sol Invictus. Adrian Wyllie told Politico 'I resigned to draw attention to this, as a protest. I did this as a pre-
emprive strike...

...I don't want anyone to think this guy represents Libertarians. He doesn't. Under the law, wa can't keep him from the ballot.'

Augustus Sol Invictus was part of a religion called Thelema and was expelled by the religion's fraternal organization Ordo Templi
Orientis, he said 'I have never dismembered a goat in my life. I have performed animal sacrifices as part of my religion.' He added 'I
was expelled from the order for political reasons. And animal sacrifice was part of it. But that is a deliberate misrepresentation by
Wyllie.' (Capitalnewyork)

On September 6, 2015, Augustus Sol Invictus addressed Fellow Members of the Libertarian Party of Florida on Facebook as 'Offical
Response to the Criticisms of chairman Wyllie'

'...My ennemy is the Federal Government, not Adrian Wyllie. I am aiming to destroy the Drug Enforcement Agency, the Federal
Reserve, the IRS, and a hundred other departments & agencies ; to repeal the income tax, the Controlled Substances Act,
Obamacare, and a hundred other instances of unjust legislation ; to emplement a non-interventionist foreign policy and cut military
spending. I simply do not have the time to be distracted by unfounded slander. I have a campaign for United States Senate that
requires my constant attention, and I have better things to do than debase myself by engaging in small-ball party politics and bickering
with another full-grown man as though we were two old crones at a bingo match...'
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